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Abstract

The topological signi�cance of the spectral Atiyah�Patodi�Singer ��invariant

is investigated� We show that twice the fractional part of the invariant is com�

puted by the linking pairing in K�theory with the orientation bundle of the

manifold� The Pontrjagin duality implies the nondegeneracy of the linking form�
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Introduction

P� Gilkey noticed �	� that the Atiyah�Patodi�Singer ��invariant ��� is rigid in the class
of di�erential operators on closed manifolds when the following condition is satis�ed

ordA� dimM � 	 �mod �� �

More precisely� in this case the fractional part of the spectral ��invariant of an elliptic
self�adjoint di�erential operator A is determined by the principal symbol and it is a
homotopy invariant of the principal symbol�

In this framework the ��invariant of geometric �rst�order operators on even�dimen�
sional manifolds was studied in ���� It turned out that the invariant takes only dyadic
values� Moreover� nontrivial fractional parts not equal to 	�� appear only on nonori�
entable manifolds� As a typical example we should point out �self�adjoint� Dirac oper�
ator on manifolds with a pinc structure in the tangent bundle� The operators of this
form are de�ned� for example� on the projective spaces RP �n� In this case� the frac�
tional part of the ��invariant is an important pinc�cobordism invariant ���� The case
of general di�erential operators remained unexplored� Even the problem of nontrivi�
ality of the ��invariant�s fractional part for even�order operators on odd�dimensional
manifolds remained open� We answer these questions in the present paper�

The following natural question appears� when we try to compute a fractional ho�
motopy invariant� what terms could be used to express such an invariant� One of the
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candidates is the expression of the invariant in terms of some linking indices ��� ���
These indices de�ne the bilinear pairing

TorHi �M�� TorHn�i�� �M� �� Q�Z

of torsion homology classes on a closed oriented n�dimensional manifold� The linking
indices have numerous applications �see ���������
���	���		���

In the present paper� we study a similar linking form inK�theory and elliptic theory
�the latter appeared also in the paper �	���� The Pontrjagin duality inK�theory permits
us to prove the nondegeneracy of the linking form� The main result of the paper is
the equality of fractional part of twice the ��invariant with the linking index of the
principal symbol of the elliptic operator with the orientation bundle of the manifold�
Using this equality and the properties of the linking form� we prove the nontriviality
of the fractional part of the ��invariant for some even order operators�

The proofs of the above results are based on a reduction of the spectral invariant
under consideration to a homotopy invariant dimension functional of subspaces de�ned
by pseudodi�erential projections� This functional was introduced in �	�� 	��� The
index formula for elliptic operators which act in such subspaces makes it possible to
express the fractional part of the dimension functional in terms of the index of an
operator in elliptic theory with coe�cients in a �nite cyclic group Zn� Together with
the corresponding theorem for the index modulo n this expresses the fractional invariant
under consideration in topological terms�

Let us brie�y describe the contents of the paper� In the �rst section� we recall for
the reader�s convenience the relationship of the ��invariant to the dimension functional
of subspaces de�ned by pseudodi�erential projections� Here we brie�y present the
necessary results from �	�� 	�� 	��� We also express the fractional parts of the invariants
in terms of the index of some elliptic operators in subspaces� At the beginning of the
second section we describe the main results of �	�� concerning index theory modulo
n� The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the Pontrjagin duality in K�
theory� The linking pairing is introduced in Section �� The fourth section contains a
computation of the action of antipodal involution on K�groups of real vector bundles�
Here we use the description �	�� of these groups in terms of Cli�ord algebras� In the
following section we state the main theorem� which expresses the fractional part of
twice the dimension functional in terms of a linking index� Examples are presented� In
particular� we construct an even subspace on which the dimension functional takes a
value with a nontrivial fractional part by means of the �cross product� �	�� of elliptic
operators� This gives a positive answer to the question of P� Gilkey concerning the
existence of even�order operators with nontrivial fractional part of the ��invariant�
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� Eta�invariant and index in subspaces

�� Let E be a vector bundle on a smooth manifoldM�A linear subspace bL � C� �M�E�
is called pseudodi�erential� if it is the range of a pseudodi�erential projection P of order
zero bL � ImP� P � C� �M�E� � C� �M�E� �

The vector bundle L � Im� �P � � ��E over the cospheres S�M is called the symbol
of a subspace�

Consider the antipodal involution

� � T �M �� T �M� � �x� 	� � �x��	�

of the cotangent bundle T �M � A subspace bL � C� �M�E� is even �odd�� if its symbol
L is invariant �antiinvariant� under the involution�

L � ��L� or L� ��L � ��E� �	�

Denote by dEven �M�
� dOdd �M�

�
the semigroups of all even �odd� pseudodi�erential

subspaces with respect to the direct sum�
Pseudodi�erential subspaces can be also de�ned by means of self�adjoint elliptic

operators� In this case the parity of the subspace corresponds to the parity of order
for di�erential operators�

Proposition � Let A be an elliptic self�adjoint operator of a nonnegative order� Then
the subspace bL��A� generated by eigenvectors of A� which correspond to nonnegative
eigenvalues� is pseudodi�erential and its symbol L� �A� is equal to the nonnegative
spectral subbundle of the principal symbol � �A� �

L� �A� � L� �� �A�� � Vect�S�M��

Suppose that A is a di�erential operator or� more generally� it satis�es the following
condition

��� �A� � �� �A�

on its principal symbol� Then the subspace bL��A� is even �odd��

The proof of this proposition can be found in �	
� or �	���
Even subspaces on odd�dimensional manifolds and odd subspaces on even�dimensio�

nal ones admit a homotopy invariant functional which is an analog of the notion of
dimension of �nite�dimensional vector spaces�
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Theorem � �	�� 	�� There exists a unique additive homotopy invariant functional

d � dEven �Modd
�
� Z

�
	

�

�
� and d � dOdd �M ev�� Z

�
	

�

�
�

with the properties	

	� �relative dimension�

d
�bL� L�

�
� d

�bL� � dimL�

for a pair bL� L�� bL of subspaces� which di�er by a �nite�dimensional space L�


�� �complement�

d
�bL�� d

�bL�� � � ���

here bL� denotes the orthogonal complement of bL�
It turns out that the spectral Atiyah�Patodi�Singer ��invariant is equal to the

dimension functional of subspaces�

Theorem � �	�� 	��Let bL��A�be the nonnegative spectral subspace of an elliptic self�
adjoint di�erential operator A of positive order� Then the following equality holds

� �A� � d
�bL� �A�

�
� ���

provided the order of the operator and the dimension of the manifold have opposite
parities�

The equality ��� is also valid for admissible pseudodi�erential operators in the sense
of �	��

�� The dimension functional of pseudodi�erential subspaces enters the index for�
mula for elliptic operators in subspaces�

Indeed� consider two pseudodi�erential subspaces bL��� � C� �M�E���� and a pseu�
dodi�erential operator

D � C� �M�E�� �� C� �M�E�� �

Suppose that the following inclusion is valid D bL� � bL�� Then the restriction

D � bL� �� bL� ���

is called an operator acting in subspaces� The restriction

� �D� � L� �� L� ���
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of the principal symbol � �D� to the symbols of subspaces over the cospheres S�M is
called the symbol of operator in subspaces� It can be shown that the closure of operator
��� with respect to Sobolev norm de�nes an operator with Fredholm property if and
only if the symbol ��� is elliptic� i�e� it is a vector bundle isomorphism�

The following index formula for elliptic operators in subspaces was obtained in
�	�� 	���

Theorem 	 Let bL��� � dEven�Modd
�

or dOdd �M ev� � ���

Then the index of an elliptic operator D � bL� �� bL� is equal to

ind
�
D� bL�� bL�

�
�

	

�
indfD � d

�bL�

�
� d

�bL�

�
� ���

where in the case of odd subspaces

fD � C� �M�E�� �� C� �M�E��

is the usual� elliptic operator with principal symbol ��fD� equal to

�
�fD�

� � �D� � ��� �D� � L� � ��L� �� L� � ��L��

For even subspaces� the following formula is valid

fD � C� �M�E�� �� C� �M�E�� �

where the usual elliptic operator with principal symbol ��fD� is de�ned by

�
�fD�

� ���� �D���� � �D� � 	 � L� � L�� �� L� � L�� �

	� As a direct consequence of the index formula ���� we have the following corollary�

Corollary � The fractional part of twice the functional d is determined by the principal
symbol of the subspace bL as an element of the group K �S�M� �K �M� �

Let us apply the index formula ��� for operators in subspaces to the computation
of the fractional part of the invariant d� To this end let us recall the following property
of even �odd� subspaces�

�That is	 this operator acts in spaces of vector bundle sections
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Theorem � The symbol of a subspace bL with parity conditions ��� de�nes a ��torsion
element in the group K �S�M� �K �M� � In other words� for some number N and a
vector bundle F � Vect �M� on the base there exists an isomorphism

� � �NL �� ��F� �NL � L� � � �� L� �z �
�Ncopies

� ���

The proof of this theorem for even subspaces is contained in �	�� for odd subspaces
� in �	���

Consider the corresponding elliptic operator �in subspaces�

b� � �N bL �� C� �M�F � �
�

with symbol ���� By virtue of ��� the space of vector bundle sections has �dimension�
zero� d �C� �M�F �� � � Therefore� the index formula ��� gives an equality

ind
�b�� �N bL�C� �M�F �

�
�

	

�
indeb� � �Nd

�bL� � �	�

Placing the operators b� and eb� under the index sign� we can obtain the following
expression for fractional part of twice the value of the dimension functional �cf� �	���

n
�d

�bL�o �
	

�N
mod�N �ind ��	 � ��� b�� � �		�

where mod �N �indD � Z�N denotes the index of a Fredholm operator D reducedmodulo
�N � while ��b� denotes operator in subspaces

d��� � �N d��L �� C��M�F ��

Note that the index of operator �
� as well as the index in �		� as a residue modulo
�N is determined by the principal symbol of the operator� In the next section we show
how this index can be computed�

� Index modulo n and Pontrjagin duality in K�

theory

Let us recall the main results of index theory modulo n from �	���

�� Let n be a natural number� Elliptic operator modulo n is an elliptic operator of
the form

D � nbL� � C� �M�E��� nbL� � C� �M�F�� � �	��

�



where bL� � C� �M�E� � bL� � C� �M�F �

are pseudodi�erential subspaces� The direct sums

n
�bL� �C� �M�E��

�
nD
�� n

�bL� � C� �M�F��
�

�	��

are called trivial operators modulo n� The group of stable homotopy classes of elliptic
operators modulo trivial ones is denoted by Ell �M�Zn� � In �	�� it is shown that this
group de�nes K�theory with coe�cients in Zn�

Theorem � There is an isomorphism of groups

Ell �M�Zn�
�n
	 Kc �T

�M�Zn� �

Here Kc denotes K�theory with compact supports�
Let us give an explicit formula for the isomorphism 
n� Recall that K�theory

with coe�cients Zn is de�ned by means of the so�called Moore space Mn� This is a
topological space with K�groups equal tofK� �Mn� � Zn� K� �Mn� � �

For instance� as a Moore space we can take a two�dimensional complex obtained from
the disk D� by identifying the points on its boundary under the action of the group
Zn �

Mn �
n
D� � C

			 jzj 
 	
o
�

ei� � ei���
��k
n �

�
�

Denote the vector bundle corresponding to the generator of the group fK� �Mn� � Zn

by �n� Let us also �x a trivialization � of the direct sum n�n

n�n
�
�� Cn�

For a topological space X� its K�groups with coe�cients Zn are de�ned according to
the formula

K� �X�Zn� � K� �X �Mn�X � pt� � �	��

It is shown in �	�� that an arbitrary operator �	�� is stably homotopic to some
operator of the form

nbL D
�� C� �M�F � � �	��

An operator of this type de�nes a family of usual elliptic symbols on M �here we use
the di�erence construction for elliptic families�


n �D� ��
��F

����D�
�� nL

�����L�� �n � nL
�����D�
�� �n � ��F

�
� Kc �T �M �Mn� T

�M � pt�

�	��

�



The family is parametrized by the Moore space Mn�
Note that the index of an elliptic operator modulo n is determined by its principal

symbol as a residue

modn�ind
�
nbL D

�� C� �M�F �
�
� Zn�

This index�residue can be computed topologically� the corresponding index theorem is
equivalent to the commutativity of the triangle

Ell �M�Zn�
 �n � modn�ind

Kc �T �M�Zn�
p�

����� Zn�

�	��

where p� � Kc �T �M�Zn�� Zn is the direct imagemapping inK�theory with coe�cients
Zn�

We will use later an exact sequence relating elliptic operators modulo n to the usual
elliptic operators�

To this end let us denote the group of stable homotopy classes of elliptic operators by
Ell �M� �see �	���� and a similar stable homotopy group for pseudodi�erential subspaces
by Ell� �M� �see �	����

The mappings

Ell �M�
��� Kc �T

�M� � Ell� �M�
��� K�

c �T
�M� �

which associate principal symbols to operators and subspaces� de�ne isomorphisms
with the corresponding K�groups �recall �see ��� or �	��� that the second mapping is
de�ned as the composition


� � Ell� �M�� K �S�M� �K �M�
�
� K�

c �T
�M� �

where the �rst mapping associates symbol to a subspace� Then we apply the isomor�
phism  induced from the coboundary mapping in K�theory�

 � K �S�M� � K�
c �T

�M���

The following diagram is commutative

Ell �M�
�n
� Ell �M�

i
� Ell �M�Zn�

�
� Ell� �M�

�n
� Ell� �M�

� �� � �� � �n � �� � ��

Kc �T �M�
�n
� Kc �T �M�

i�

� Kc �T �M�Zn�
��

� K�
c �T

�M�
�n
� K�

c �T
�M� �

�	��






here the mapping �n sends an element x of an abelian group to its multiple nx� the
mapping i is induced by the embedding of usual elliptic operators into the set of elliptic
operators modulo n� while the Bokstein homomorphism � is de�ned by the formula

�
h
nbL� �C� �M�E��

D
�� nbL� � C� �M�F��

i
�
hbL�

i
�
hbL�

i
�

Consider the natural inclusions Zn � Zmn for a pair of natural numbers n�m� The
direct limit

limZn
��

n��

� Q�Z

permits us to de�ne K� and Ell�groups with coe�cients in Q�Z�

Kc �T
�M�Q�Z� � limKc

��
�T �M�Zn� �

Ell �M�Q�Z� � limEll
��

�M�Zn� �

Moreover� �	�� transforms into the diagram with exact rows

Ell �M� � Ell �M��Q
i
� Ell �M�Q�Z�

�
� Ell� �M� � Ell� �M� �Q

� �� � �� � � � �Q�Z � �� � �� � �

Kc �T �M� � Kc �T �M��Q
i�

� Kc �T �M�Q�Z�
��

� K�
c �T

�M� � K�
c �T

�M� �Q�
�	
�

�� Consider the intersection form

K i
c �T

�M�Q�Z� �K i
c �M� �� K�

c �T
�M�Q�Z�

p�� Q�Z� ���

which is induced by the product and the direct image mapping p� in K�theory� The
intersection of elements x and y is denoted by x � y�

Recall that a pairing
h�� �i � G� �G� � G�

of abelian groups G��� with values in abelian group G� is called nondegenerate if the
mappings

hx� �i � G� � G� and h�� yi � G� � G��

obtained by �xing the values of one of the arguments are zero only for x �  �corre�
spondingly y � ��

Theorem 
 �Pontrjagin duality� The pairing ��� is nondegenerate� In addition� �x�
ing its �rst argument� we obtain an isomorphism

K i
c �T

�M�Q�Z� 	 Hom
�
K i �M� � Q�Z

�
� ��	�

	



Proof� It can be easily shown that the isomorphism ��	� implies the nondegeneracy
of the pairing�

Similarly to Poincar e duality �e�g�� see ����� the Pontrjagin duality can be proved
by means of the Mayer�Vietoris principle� For an arbitrary open subset U �M � let us
consider the mapping

K i
c �T

�U�Q�Z� �� Hom
�
K i �U� � Q�Z

�
� ����

We want to prove that this mapping is an isomorphism for U � M � According to the
Mayer�Vietoris principle it su�ces a� to verify it for a contractible subset U ! b� to
prove the inductive statement� if the mapping is an isomorphism for two open subsets
U� V and for their intersection U � V then it is an isomorphism for the union�

Consider a contractible set U� Then

K�
c �T

�U�Q�Z� � K� �pt� � Q�Z � 

and
K� �U� � Z � �

while the corresponding mapping

Q�Z �Hom�Z�Q�Z�

is an isomorphism� The validity of condition a� is thereby proved�
To prove b� consider the diagram

�K i��
c �T � �U

T
V � � Q�Z� � K i

c �T
� �U

S
V � � Q�Z� � K i

c �T
�UtT �V�Q�Z� �

� � �

�Hom�K i���U
T
V � � Q�Z� � Hom�K i�U

S
V � � Q�Z� � Hom�K i�UtV � � Q�Z�� �

Here the upper row is the Mayer�Vietoris exact sequence� the lower row is obtained
from a similar sequence applying the functor Hom��� Q�Z� �this functor preserves the
exactness of sequences�� Vertical mappings are induced by the intersection pairing�
This diagram is commutative up to sign� Suppose that the mapping ���� is an iso�
morphism for U� V and their intersection U � V � In accordance with the ��lemma we
obtain the isomorphism for the union U � V � Thus� we establish condition b��

Therefore� both conditions of the Mayer�Vietoris principle are satis�ed� The theo�
rem is proved�

Remark � For K�theory with coe�cients in a topological group R�Z �its de�nition
can be found in ����� one can obtain by the same method the Pontrjagin duality of
groups K i

c �T
�M�R�Z � and K i �M�	

K i
c �T

�M�R�Z � 	 Hom
�
K i �M� � R�Z

�
� K i �M� 	 Hom

�
K i

c �T
�M�R�Z� � R�Z

�
�

i�e� both groups are character groups of each other�

		



Remark � By a similar method one can prove the Pontrjagin duality for an arbitrary
K�oriented closed manifold or manifold with boundary �i�e�� a manifold with a spinc

structure in the tangent bundle�� From this more general viewpoint� Theorem � estab�
lishes the Pontrjagin�Lefschetz duality in K�theory for an almost�complex manifold
T �M of groups with compact supports and absolute groups�

Remark 	 One could also prove the nondegeneracy of the pairing

K i
c �T

�M��K i �M�Q�Z� �� K�
c �T

�M�Q�Z�
p�� Q�Z�

Just like in �co�homology theory �see ����� the Pontrjagin duality implies Poincar e
duality for torsion subgroups� The bilinear form de�ning this duality is called the
linking form�

� Linking form in K�theory

�� Consider the Bokstein homomorphism

� � K i
c �T

�M�Q�Z� � K i��
c �T �M�

�see diagram �	
��� The range of this mapping consists of �nite order elements� Denote
by TorG the torsion subgroup of an abelian group G�

De�nition � The linking form is the pairing

� � TorK i��
c �T �M�� TorK i �M� �� Q�Z�

�x� y� �� x� � y�

where x� � K i
c �T

�M�Q�Z� is an arbitrary element of K�theory with coe�cients such
that �x� � x� where x� � y � Q�Z is the intersection index from the previous section�

Similarly to the intersection form� the linking form is de�ned by a product

TorK i��
c �T �M�� TorK i �M� �� Kc �T

�M�Q�Z� �

�x� y� �� x�y� �x� � x ����

Lemma � The product ���� and the linking form are well�de�ned�

Proof� We need to show that the indeterminacy of the choice of x� does not a�ect the
product x�y� Let x � �x��� For the di�erence x� � x�� we obtain � �x� � x��� � � Thus�
x�� x�� � i �z� for some z � K i

c �T
�M��Q� However� the product zy � K�

c �T
�M��Q

is a torsion element� Hence� zy � � We have proved that x�y � x��y� Lemma is proved�

	�



The linking form can be de�ned similarly using the torsion property of the sec�
ond argument� To this end consider the Bokstein homomorphism � in the coe�cient
sequence

� � �� K i�� �M�Q�Z�
�
� K i �M� � K i �M��Q� � � � �

As a linking index of elements x � TorK i��
c �T �M� � y � TorK i �M� let us put

x �� y � x � y��

It turns out that both methods de�ne linking pairings which coincide up to sign�
Namely� the following equality is valid

x �� y � ��	�deg x�� x � y�

This formula follows from the proposition�

Proposition � Consider x� � K i
c �T

�M�Q�Z� � y� � Kj �M�Q�Z�� Then the following
equality holds

�x�y� � ��	�degx
��� x��y��

Proof� Let us assume that x�� y� are induced from K�groups with coe�cients Zn for n
large enough�

x� � I�x�� y
� � n�y�� x� � K i

c �T
�M�Zn� � y� � Kj �M�Zn� � ����

where I denotes the embedding Zn � Q�Z�
Consider the exact sequence

� Zn
�n
�� Zn�

modn
�� Zn � 

and the corresponding sequence in K�theory

� � �� K i�j
c �T �M�Zn�

���

�� K i�j��
c �T �M�Zn�

�n
�� K i�j��

c �T �M�Zn� �� � � � �

The Bokstein homomorphism satis�es the Leibniz rule

��� �x�y�� � �x�y� � ��	�degx� x��y�� ����

On the other hand� by virtue of the exactness� we have �n � ��� �x�y�� � � Hence�

I��
�� �x�y�� � � ����

The expressions ����� ����� ���� together imply the desired

�x�y� � ��	�degx
�

x��y� � �
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Theorem � �Poincar e duality for torsion groups� The linking form

TorK i��
c �T �M� � TorK i �M� �� Q�Z

is nondegenerate� In particular� it de�nes isomorphisms

TorK i��
c �T �M�	 Hom

�
TorK i�M�� Q�Z

�
�

TorK i�M� 	 Hom
�
TorK i��

c �T �M�� Q�Z
�
�

Corollary � The groups TorK i��
c �T �M� and TorK i �M� are isomorphic�

This follows from �noncanonical� isomorphism G 	 Hom�G�Q�Z� for a �nite
abelian group G�
Proof of Theorem �� Let us �rst prove the nondegeneracy with respect to the second
argument� Suppose that x� y �  for an arbitrary x � TorK i��

c �T �M� � Therefore� for
any x� � K i

c �T
�M�Q�Z� we also have x� � y � � The Pontrjagin duality implies that

y � �
The nondegeneracy of the pairing with respect to the �rst argument follows from

the Pontrjagin duality corresponding to the intersection form

K i��
c �T �M��K i �M�Q�Z�� Q�Z

�see Remark ���
The second claim of the theorem follows from the �niteness of the torsion subgroups�

The theorem is thereby proved�

�� The isomorphism of elliptic theory and K�theory from the �rst part of the
previous section permits us to de�ne the linking form in terms of elliptic operators�

De�nition � The linking form in elliptic theory is the bilinear pairing

TorEll� �M� � TorK� �M� �� Q�Z�

�x� y� �� indx�y� �x� � x�

Proposition 	 The linking forms in elliptic and K�theory are isomorphic� i�e� the
following diagram commutes

TorEll� �M�� TorK� �M� � Q�Z
� �� � � � Id

TorK�
c �T

�M�� TorK� �M� � Q�Z�

	�



Proof of the proposition follows from the commutative diagram

TorEll� �M�� TorK� �M� � Ell �M�Q�Z�
ind
� Q�Z

� � k

TorK�
c �T

�M�� TorK� �M� � Kc �T �M�Q�Z�
p�� Q�Z�o

The left square commutes due to the isomorphism of coe�cient sequences in K�theory
and in elliptic theory �see �	
��� while the right square commutes by virtue of the
modulo n index formula �see �	���� The proposition is proved�

Let us write an explicit formula for the linking form in elliptic theory� Let x �
hbLi

be a pseudodi�erential subspace and y � �G��� �G�� be a di�erence of vector bundles
G��� � Vect �M� � According to the �rst de�nition of the linking form for some element

x� �
�
nbL b�

� C� �M�F �
�
� Ell �M�Zn� the linking coe�cient is equal to

x � y � indx�y �
	

n
modn�ind �b� � 	G��G�

� � ����

where b� � 	G��G�
denotes operator b� with coe�cients in G� � G�� By the second

de�nition of the linking form for some y� �
h
mG�

g
� mG�

i
� K� �M�Zm� �see ���� this

index is de�ned as

x � y � indxy� �
	

m
modm�ind

�
	bL � g

�
�

where the operator in subspaces 	bL � g has principal symbol mL�G�
�L�g�� mL�G��

Remark � Applying the Poincar e isomorphism in complex K�theory to the manifold
T �M �see ��	��

K�
c �T

�M� 	 K� �M� �

the linking pairing can be considered as a nondegenerate pairing of K�homology with
K�cohomology of the manifold M �

TorK� �M�� TorK� �M�
	
� Q�Z�

Let us also note the similarity of expression ���� for the linking index and �		� for
the fractional part of the dimension functional� Unlike the linking index� the latter
formula contains the action of the antipodal involution instead of the product with
some bundle� We show in the following section that the antipodal involution acts on
K�groups as a tensor product with the orientation bundle of the manifold �cf� ���� in
the orientable case��

	�



� Antipodal involution and orientability

Let V be a real vector bundle over a compact spaceX� Consider the antipodal involution

� � V �� V�
v �� �v�

Theorem � The induced involution �� in K�theory is equal to

�� � ��	�n "n �V � � K�

c �V � �� K�

c �V � � ����

where "n �V � for n � dimV is the orientation bundle of V�

Proof� Without loss of generality we can assume that V is even�dimensional� n �
dimV � �k� We can also consider only the action of �� on even K�groups K�

c �V � �the
odd case reduces to this situation taking a sum with a one�dimensional trivial bundle�
since in this case both sides of the equality ���� change by �	��

M� Karoubi in �	�� ��� found a description of the groups K�
c �V � in terms of Cli�ord

algebras� Let us recall the basic de�nitions� On the space X� consider the bundle
Cl �V � of Cli�ord algebras of the vector bundle V� Over a point x of the base X the
Cli�ord algebra Cl �Vx� is multiplicatively generated by the vector space Vx with the
following relations

v�v� � v�v� � � hv�� v�i

for some scalar product h� i in V�
Let us consider quadruples �E� c� f�� f�� � where E is a complex vector bundle over

X� c is a homomorphism
c � Cl �V � �� Hom�E�E�

of algebra bundles� We say that c de�nes a Cli�ord module structure on E� The
involutions f��� of E are supposed to skew commute with the Cli�ord multiplication�

fic� cfi � � i � 	� ��

Stable homotopy equivalence relation is de�ned on the set of quadruples �E� c� f�� f���
The corresponding group of equivalence classes is denoted by KV �X� � It is proved in
�	�� that this group is isomorphic to K�

c �V � � The isomorphism

t � KV �X� �� K�
c �V �

is given by the following explicit formula

t �E� c� f�� f�� �


��ker �f��	�

���c�v�f�����c�v�f��
������ ��ker �f��	�

�
� where � � SV �X�

��
�

	�



Here SV is the sphere bundle of V� and the element in the left hand side of the equality
is understood in the sense of di�erence construction �e�g�� see ����� for the relative
group K �BV� SV � 	 Kc �V � �

The formula ��
� implies that the antipodal involution �� acts on the quadruples
according to the formula

�� �E� c� f�� f�� � �E��c� f�� f�� �

Let us show that �E��c� f�� f�� di�ers from the quadruple �E� c� f�� f��� "�k �V � by a
vector bundle isomorphism �cf� �����

To this end� consider the local orthonormal base e�� e�� ���� e�k of V � Let us de�ne
the element

� � ikc �e�� � � � c �e�k� �

One veri�es easily that �� � 	 and � skew commutes with the Cli�ord action c and
commutes with the involutions f���

�c� c� � � fi� � �fi� ���

A direct computation shows that the change of the orthonormal base changes � by the
sign of the transition matrix determinant� Therefore� globally this element de�nes a
vector bundle isomorphism

� � E �� E �"�k �V �

�for brevity we denote it by the same symbol�� At the same time the commutation
relations ��� transform to

���
�
c� 		�k�V �

�
� � �c� ���

�
fi � 		�k�V �

�
� � fi�

Hence� the quadruples

�� �E� c� f�� f�� and �E� c� f�� f��� "�k �V �

are isomorphic� Theorem is thereby proved�

Corollary 	 The same formula holds for K�theory with coe�cients Zn

�� � ��	�n"n �V � � K�

c �V�Zn� �� K�

c �V�Zn� �

Indeed� K�theory with coe�cients is de�ned by means of the Moore space Mn by
the formula

K�
c �V�Zn� � K�

c �V �Mn� V � pt� �

Let us apply our theorem to the space X �Mn and the pull�back of bundle V � This
gives the desired formula for K�theory with coe�cients�

Remark � In the case when X is a smooth manifold with the cotangent bundle V �
T �X� ��
� de�nes a class of elliptic symbols� such that an arbitrary symbol reduces to
a symbol of this form by a stable homotopy�
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� The main theorem

Theorem  Fractional part f�d�#L�g of twice the value of the dimension functional d
on subspace bL is equal to the linking index of the subspace with the orientation bundle
of the manifold "n �M� � n � dimM 	

n
�d

�bL�o � �L� � �	 � �"n �M��� � Z
�
	

�

�
�Z�

Proof� Recall the expression �		� of the fractional part of the dimension functional d�

n
�d

�bL�o �
	

�N
mod�N �ind ��	 � ��� #�� � ��� � K�

c �T
�M�Z�N � �

where � � �NL� ��F is a vector bundle isomorphism� By Theorem � of the previous
section we have

�	 � ��� ��� � �	� "n �M�� ��� �

Hence� n
�d

�bL�o �
	

�N
mod�N �ind ��	� "n �M�� #�� �

This coincides with the de�nition of the linking index in Section �� see �����
Note also that �L� � K�

c �T
�M� is a torsion element by virtue of Theorem �� the

torsion property for the di�erence �	 � "n �M�� � K�M� is proved in Proposition ��
The theorem is proved�

Corollary � The dimension functional takes half�integer valuesn
�d

�bL�o � 

when the manifold is orientable�

Proposition � Let M be a nonorientable manifold of dimension �k or �k � 	� Then
the following integrality estimate of the invariant d is valid	n

�k��d
�bL�o � � ��	�

The same statements hold for the ��invariant� It is shown in the next section that
the above estimate is exact for k � 	�
Proof of Proposition �� The orientation bundle "n �Mn� is a one�dimensional bundle
with structure group Z�� Hence� it is the pull�back of the universal bundle from the
classifying space BZ� � RP�� i�e� there is a vector bundle isomorphism

"n �Mn� 	 f��� for some mapping f �Mn � RPN �

	�



Here � is the line bundle over the projective space RPN � By the approximation theorem
we can suppose that N � n� The reduced K�groups of the projective spaces are well
known fK �

RP �k
�
	 fK �

RP �k��
�
	 Z�k �

Thus� we have
�k �	� �"n �Mn��� � �

Hence� we obtain the desiredn
�k��d

�bL�o � �L� �
h
�k �	 � "n �Mn��

i
� �L� �  � �

� Examples

�� Consider the even�dimensional real projective spaceRP �n� The reduced K�group of
this manifold is cyclic fK �

RP �n
�
	 Z�n�

The generator is given by the orientation bundle

	�
h
"�n

�
RP �n

�i
� fK �

RP �n
�
�

On the other hand� the projective space RP �n has a pinc structure� while the principal
symbol of the self�adjoint pinc Dirac operator D on it �this operator was constructed
in ���� is a generator of the isomorphic group

�� �D�� � K�
c

�
T �RP �n

�
� TorK�

c

�
T �RP �n

�
	 Z�N �

The nondegeneracy of the linking form implies that these generators have a nontrivial
linking index

�n�� �� �D�� �
h
	 �

h
"�n

�
RP �n

�ii
�

	

�
�

Hence� the ��invariant of the pinc Dirac operator D has a large fractional part�

f�n� �D�g � �n�� �� �D�� �
h
	�

h
"�n

�
RP �n

�ii
�

	

�
�

This example shows that the estimate ��	� is precise on even�dimensional manifolds�

�� Let us construct an operator on an odd�dimensional manifold with a nontrivial
fractional part of the ��invariant� To this end we apply the cross product of elliptic
operators �cf� �	����

Let D� be an elliptic self�adjoint operator on an even�dimensional manifoldM� with
odd symbol�

� �D�� �x��	� � �� �D�� �x� 	� �

	




and D� be an elliptic operator on an odd�dimensional M� with the symbol satisfying

� �D�� �x��	� � � �D��
� �x� 	� ����

�we suppose that D� is an endomorphism�� Denote by M the Cartesian product of the
manifolds M� �M�� Consider the cross product

�� �D���� �� �D��� � TorK�
c �T

�M�

of the corresponding elliptic symbols� Here

�� �D��� � K�
c �T

�M�� � �� �D��� � K�
c �T

�M�� �

For the �self�adjoint� symbol � �D� of the product the following formula is valid

� �D� �

�
� �D��� 	 	� � �D��

�

	� � �D�� �� �D��� 	

�
� ����

Let us compute the linking index of �� �D���� �� �D��� with the orientation bundle of
M� �M��

Proposition � Suppose that M� is orientable� Then the following equality holds

��� �D���� �� �D����� �	 �"n �Mn�� � �� �D����
�
	� "k �M��

�
indD�� dimM� � k�

����

Proof� Consider the commutative diagram

K�
c �T

�M�� Q�Z��K�
c �T

�M�� � K�
c �T

�M�Q�Z�

� �
�
�� �k �M��

�
� � � �

�
�� �k �M��

�
TorK�

c �T
�M���K�

c �T
�M�� � TorK�

c �T
�M� �

The horizontal mappings here are induced by products in K�theory� By virtue of the
orientability of M� we have

	 �
h
"k �M��

i
� 	 � �"n �M�� �

Thence� the desired ���� follows from the last diagram when we apply the direct image
mapping

p� � K
�
c �T

�M�Q�Z� � Q�Z�

The proposition is proved�

�



Remark 
 Formula ���� is similar to the well�known property of the ��invariant
�see ����� ��invariant of a cross product is equal to the product of the ��invariant
of the �rst factor and the index of the second operator�

Unfortunately� the bundle L� �� �D�� is not an even one� Indeed� the symbol � �D�
satis�es the equality

��� �D� �

�
 	
	 

�
� �D�

�
 	
	 

�
� ����

However� this shows that the spectral subspace transforms according to

��L� �� �D�� �

�
 	
	 

�
L� �� �D�� �

It turns out that the bundle L� �� �D�� is isomorphic to an even bundle�

Proposition 
 There exists a vector bundle L � Vect �P �M� on the projective spaces
such that the pull�back p�L to the cospheres S�M under the projection p � S�M � P �M
is isomorphic to L� �� �D���

Proof� Let us �x a nonsingular vector �eld on the odd�dimensional manifold M � Con�
sider the corresponding splitting of the cotangent bundle T �M � V � 	 �with respect
to some Riemannian metric�� This implies for the cosphere bundle

S�M � S �V � 	� �

The projectivization P �M is di�eomorphic to the ball bundle

BV � S �V � 	�

of V with the identi�cation of antipodal points on the boundary�

P �M � BV� fv � �vj jvj � 	g

�see Fig� 	�� Then the bundle L on the projectivization P �M is constructed similarly
from the bundle L� �� �D�� on the ball bundle BV by means of the identi�cation of

�bers over antipodes �v with respect to the involution

�
 	
	 

�
� The isomorphism of

the pull�back of L to the spheres S�M and the original bundle L� �� �D�� is checked
straightforwardly� This proves the proposition�

From the preceding two propositions we immediately obtain a corollary�

�	



Figure 	� Projective space bundle P �M �

Corollary � The subspace bL corresponding to the constructed symbol L satis�es the
equality n

�d
�bL�o �

n
�d

�bL� �D��
�o

indD�� ����

	� Let us apply the obtained formula in the following situation� Let M� � RP �k

and D� be the pinc Dirac operator from the �rst example� As a second factor take the
circleM� � S� with a pseudodi�erential operator D� on it with the following principal
symbol

� �D�� ��� 	� �

�
ei�� 	 � �
e�i�� 	 � �

We obtain� indD� � �� The dimension functional on the subspace bL of Proposition �
has a nontrivial fractional part� more preciselyn

�k��d
�bL�o �

	

�
�

Let us improve this result replacing D� by an operator on the circle with the index
equal to 	 �see �	���� Consider the symbol

� �D�� ��� 	� �

�
ei�� 	 � �
	� 	 � �

The corresponding pseudodi�erential operator

D� � C
�
�
S�
�
�� C�

�
S�
�
�

��



acts on functions� The symbol under consideration satis�es the equality

��� �D�� � e�i�� �D��
� �

which is more general than ����� Nonetheless� Propositions �� � can be generalized to
cover this case� In the corresponding proofs� we only have to replace the involution�

 	
	 

�
by

�
 e�i�

ei� 

�
� since the symbol � �D� of the cross product of D� and D�

satis�es �cf� �����

��� �D� �

�
 e�i�

ei� 

�
� �D�

�
 e�i�

ei� 

�
�

When we apply ���� to operator D� we obtain an even subspace bL� whose dimension
is a fractional number n

�kd�bL�o �
	

�
�

Let us also note one corollary� It gives an answer to the question posed in �	��

Corollary 
 The estimate ��	� of the denominator of the fractional part of the ��
invariant and of the dimension functional on odd�dimensional manifolds is precise� In
particular� there exist even�order di�erential operators on odd�dimensional manifolds
with a nontrivial fractional part of the ��invariant�

�� It might seem exotic to consider di�erential operators of orders higher that one
in index theory� However� there are geometric second�order operators with interesting
spectral properties �see �	��� Let us also mention that the Hirzebruch operator on an
oriented manifold is equivalent to a second order operator� In particular� the signa�
ture of an orientable manifold is equal to the index of a second order operator� This
observation was used by A� Connes� D� Sullivan and N� Teleman ���� to express the
signature of lipschitz and quasiconformal manifolds as an index of a bounded Fredholm
operator�
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